
LIST OF 10 HOT 
EVERYGREEN 
PRODUCTS… 

 

 

Thanks for getting access. 

It is my utmost wish that you make the best out of this list, and that it 

turns out a huge turning point in your quest to building a thriving mini 

import business. 

 

Don’t over complicate issues. Nor get greedy.  

 

Start with one product; grow it before moving over to the next.  

 

Understand? 

 

You should already know how to order. 

 

Grab the picture or link, send to the outsource agent via Whatsapp. 

They get back to you with the costs and details of payment. 

 

Pay (in Naira or via PayPal).  



 

They place order for the products and send to you through the Logistic 

company. 

 

 

 

Also note that…  

 

We do not control the links up here… They’re all live as at the time of 

making this document. 

 

However, seller might decide to change up things any time they wish. 

 

So, if at the point of clicking through, you notice any of them is dead… 

simple use the 1688 product search tricks in this video tutorial to dig up 

loads of other links to the same product…  

 

 

Here are they; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/B6-3DK8ler8


1. HD USB Wall Charger Smart Camera 
 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/566832651627.html 

 

 
 

 

2. Plug n Play GPS Car Tracker:- 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/520771980871.html   

 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/566832651627.html
https://detail.1688.com/offer/520771980871.html


 

 

 

 

 

3. Yuda Hair Growth Spray:- 
 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/521248066305.html  

 

https://www.aliexpress.com/item/Original-Genuine-7days-Yuda-hair-spray-fast-hair-thickener-

growth-products-anti-hair-loss-product-for/32822513250.html  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/521248066305.html
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/Original-Genuine-7days-Yuda-hair-spray-fast-hair-thickener-growth-products-anti-hair-loss-product-for/32822513250.html
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/Original-Genuine-7days-Yuda-hair-spray-fast-hair-thickener-growth-products-anti-hair-loss-product-for/32822513250.html


 

4. Eye Bright Herbal Tea:-  
 

https://alibaba.com/product-detail/Eyes-care-tea-herbal-tea-for_60385796357.html  
(Contact Annie, the China agent on Whatsapp +8613412272121 and send her the 

picture or the link above) 

 

 

 
 

 

5. Vagina Tighteners:- Don’t laugh… this product is a cash shitter   
 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/553187953609.html 

 

https://www.aliexpress.com/item/Reduction-yam-shrink-tighten-vagina-tightening-shrink- 

wand-for-vaginal-wand-wand-to-narrow-the-vagina/32834304849.html  

 

 

   

https://alibaba.com/product-detail/Eyes-care-tea-herbal-tea-for_60385796357.html
https://detail.1688.com/offer/553187953609.html
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/Reduction-yam-shrink-tighten-vagina-tightening-shrink-%20wand-for-vaginal-wand-wand-to-narrow-the-vagina/32834304849.html
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/Reduction-yam-shrink-tighten-vagina-tightening-shrink-%20wand-for-vaginal-wand-wand-to-narrow-the-vagina/32834304849.html


6. Slimming Tea:- 

https://wansongtang-tea.en.alibaba.com/product/60460039008-

802486522/28_days_detox_tea_chinese_super_slimming_tea_for_weight_loss.html  
 

Contact Annie, the China agent on Whatsapp +8613412272121 and send 

her the picture/link 
 

 
 

 

7. Ejaculation Delay Sprays & Penis Enlargement Gel:- 

 
Delay Spray: https://detail.1688.com/offer/556940298016.html 

 

Enlargement Gel: https://detail.1688.com/offer/45468393205.html  

 

 

  

https://wansongtang-tea.en.alibaba.com/product/60460039008-802486522/28_days_detox_tea_chinese_super_slimming_tea_for_weight_loss.html
https://wansongtang-tea.en.alibaba.com/product/60460039008-802486522/28_days_detox_tea_chinese_super_slimming_tea_for_weight_loss.html
https://detail.1688.com/offer/556940298016.html
https://detail.1688.com/offer/45468393205.html


 

8. Instant White/Grey Hair Blackening Shampoo 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/552783320415.html  

 

https://www.aliexpress.com/item/5pcs-lot-Dexe-Makeup-Brand-Black-Hair-Shampoo-Only-5-Minutes-

Grey-Hair-Removal-Dye-Hair/32773841915.html  

 

 
 

9. Postpartum Stretch Marks Removal Cream: 
 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/36544590909.html   

 

https://www.aliexpress.com/item/N2017-Fashion-Remove-Stretch-Marks-Fat-Grain-Striae-Gravidarum-

Pregnancy-Repairing-Maternity-Cream/32814225373.html  

 

 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/552783320415.html
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/5pcs-lot-Dexe-Makeup-Brand-Black-Hair-Shampoo-Only-5-Minutes-Grey-Hair-Removal-Dye-Hair/32773841915.html
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/5pcs-lot-Dexe-Makeup-Brand-Black-Hair-Shampoo-Only-5-Minutes-Grey-Hair-Removal-Dye-Hair/32773841915.html
https://detail.1688.com/offer/36544590909.html
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/N2017-Fashion-Remove-Stretch-Marks-Fat-Grain-Striae-Gravidarum-Pregnancy-Repairing-Maternity-Cream/32814225373.html
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/N2017-Fashion-Remove-Stretch-Marks-Fat-Grain-Striae-Gravidarum-Pregnancy-Repairing-Maternity-Cream/32814225373.html


 
10. Sugar Balance Tea For Diabetes: 

 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/549045888778.html  

 

https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Diabetes-Herbal-Tea-Cardio-Herbal-Tea_60699167984.html  

 

 
 

 
11. Anti-Hemorrhoids Ointment: 

 

https://detail.liangxinyao.com/item.htm?id=539380194750&spm=a1z09.2.0.0.5bcc2e8d3aygJN&_u=s25

1dgnp8c31  

 

https://www.aliexpress.com/item/4Pcs-ZB-Anti-hemorrhoid-Bleeding-Patch-Hemorrhoids-Anus-Itching-

Anal-Fissure-Bowel-Bleeding-Health-Care-Chinese/32850935491.html  

 

https://detail.1688.com/offer/549045888778.html
https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Diabetes-Herbal-Tea-Cardio-Herbal-Tea_60699167984.html
https://detail.liangxinyao.com/item.htm?id=539380194750&spm=a1z09.2.0.0.5bcc2e8d3aygJN&_u=s251dgnp8c31
https://detail.liangxinyao.com/item.htm?id=539380194750&spm=a1z09.2.0.0.5bcc2e8d3aygJN&_u=s251dgnp8c31
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/4Pcs-ZB-Anti-hemorrhoid-Bleeding-Patch-Hemorrhoids-Anus-Itching-Anal-Fissure-Bowel-Bleeding-Health-Care-Chinese/32850935491.html
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/4Pcs-ZB-Anti-hemorrhoid-Bleeding-Patch-Hemorrhoids-Anus-Itching-Anal-Fissure-Bowel-Bleeding-Health-Care-Chinese/32850935491.html


 

Pls Note That… 

 
We do not control the links up here… They’re all live as at the time of making this 

document. 

 

However, seller might decide to change up things any time they wish. 

 

So, if at the point of clicking through, you notice any of them is dead… simple use 

the 1688 product search tricks in this video tutorial to dig up loads of other links 

to the same product…  

 

Any other thing? 
 

Of course there should be… 

 

Keep them coming. 

 

We thrash ‘em together 

 

GO HARD; or Go Extinct! 

 

~ Pat Ogidi 

do@ecomtycoon.com   edmsupport@ecomtycoon.com

https://youtu.be/B6-3DK8ler8
mailto:do@ecomtycoon.com

